[Ultrasound as a viable alternative to standard X-rays for the diagnosis of distal forearm fractures in children].
Distal forearm fractures are very common in childhood. Radiography of the wrist is the standard diagnostic procedure. But because of higher sensitivity of growing bones to ionising radiation the diagnostic use of X-rays should be minimised as much as possible. Recent studies have shown that distal forearm fractures in children can be safely and reliably diagnosed using only ultrasound. The aim of our study was to evaluate and confirm the safety and applicability of the ultrasound diagnostic procedure in comparison to X-ray diagnosis under routine conditions of our paediatric emergency department. We investigated 115 patients aged 2-14 years. After clinical assessment patients with suspected forearm fractures first underwent ultrasound examination of the metaphyseal forearm followed by standard two view radiographs of the wrist. Ultrasound and radiographic findings were then compared and sensitivity and specificity for ultrasound were calculated. In 9 patients with suspected displacements, sonographic and radiographic axis measurement were done and also compared. Radiologically we found 62 patients with 78 distal forearm fractures. By ultrasound we also diagnosed 52 fractures. All patients with no fractures were correctly diagnosed as well. Referring to X-rays we calculated for ultrasound a sensitivity of 94.9 %, a specificity of 98 %, a negative predictive value of 97.4 % and a positive predictive value of 96.1 %. The mean difference of the deformities of the radius in the sagittal section measured sonographically and radiologically were 1.7° (SD 1.6°). We confirm ultrasound is an applicable, rapid and safe alternative to X-rays in diagnosing metaphyseal forearm fractures in children. Even sonographic axis measurement seems to be a viable method. Thereby ultrasound potentially reduces the X-ray burden in children and additionally accelerates the diagnostic procedure.